
PREFACE 

MoDEfu� REVISIONISM rs SEEKING to discredit the great teaching 
of Marxism-Leninism, denouncing it as 'obsolete' and no 
longer applicable to social development. But 'when stubbon1 
historical facts had dispersed all intoxicating effects of self
deception, this ... ended in a miserable fit of the blues.' The 
petty bourgeoisie, if anything, is most active intellectually, 
and time and again newer and fresh variants are conjured up. 
The latest vogue is set by Regis Debray and Herbert Marcuse. 
One divorces action from all theory and organisation, the 
other theory from action. The two seem to play a complemen
tary role-they behead the revolutionary movement-one 
runs away with the body, the other with the head. 

Here are reprinted five essays by Mohit Sen-the first one 
in the Seminar and the rest in the Mainstream-which join 
issue with the new trend. We are grateful to the editors of 
these journals for permission to reprint. 
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WHAT IS THE NEW LEFT? 

THE 'NEW LEFT' IS IN serious danger of being destroyed, or 
rather betrayed, by a phrase. And that phrase is its name. So 
much emphasis is being placed on its 'newness', its 'distinctive
ness', its 'uniqueness' and the like that it is being literally 
prodded to shrivel into a sect. The endeavour is to obliterate 
the fact that there is a veritable revolt proceeding against the 
capitalist system in the USA and western Europe-the heart
lands of the system. The endeavour is to depict this revolt as 
a revolt of 'generations', against 'all establishments', as an 
alternative and rival to the traditional left. And it is hoped--;' 
as well as acted upon-that the new forces entering the area 
of anticapitalist revolt would be flattered into concentrating 
upon the eccentricities which arc among its characteristic fea
ture§ as well as upon demarcating itself from the traditional 
left, above all the working class. 

One must not fail to ask the question why it is that there 
has been such an eruption in the socalled 'afflueht' societies of 
the west only in the past five or six years? The young, after 
all, we shall always have with us. Any sociological analysis of 
a specific phenomenon has itself to be specific. And it has to 
avoid contenting itself with appearances only. One, therefore, 
has, above all, to explain the space-time limits of the pheno
menon of the New L�ft. It began in the sixties and is confined 
to the developed capitalist countries of the west. 

One cannot afford, therefore, to leave out of the ahalysi<; of 
this phenomenon what exactly was happening in the develop• 
-eel capitalist countries in the sixties. What was happening, and
continues to happen, is the qualitative deepening of the gene
ral crisis of capitalism. The capitalist system was vividly
demonstrating its incapacity to cope with the two basic
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